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Classic Roots
Celebrating Connecticut Design Icons

FLOW
Go
with
the

Shingle Style Austin Patterson Disston Architects designed
this shingle-style house on a Long Island Sound tidal river. A
series of French doors open onto the front and back porches
helping create an open relaxed feeling. Front porch ceiling
lanterns are from the Urban Electric Co. See Resources.
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WHEN A FAMILY RELOCATES TO A RIVERSIDE LOT,
THEY REAP A GRACIOUS HOME AND A FRESH POINT OF VIEW
BY JANE DAGMI | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF MCNAMARA

Cool Off (this photo) An inviting pool and
lush landscaping by Glen Gate await
just outside the back door. Entry Point
(bottom left) A Jamb globe lantern hangs
in the foyer above a Merida area rug. A
chair upholstered by Peruvian Touch in
a Beacon Hill fabric is tucked alongside
the front door. See Resources.

T

HEY RAISED THEIR THREE
children in a fabulous house on
several acres of lush woods in
Darien; the location had served
them well. With two kids off to
college, however, and the family dynamic shifting, the desire for a lifestyle refresh came
on strong. After almost a year of hunting for that
perfect home along the water, their Realtor lured
them across town to a narrow lot facing Five Mile
River. Awesome view. Awful old house. Though
they never intended to build from scratch, the
couple knew that with the right team, this could be
an everyday retreat worth moving for.
They entrusted the design of their coastal dream
house to Austin Patterson Disston Architects, a
firm whose work they had admired around town.
Mac Patterson was the partner-in-charge of the
project. Visiting the site prior to it being purchased,
he assuaged his clients’ doubts about the property,
assuring them that elevating the terrain would maximize the river view and that judicious landscaping
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would increase their privacy. Enchanted by possibility, Patterson’s enthusiasm was contagious.
He interviewed his new clients rigorously, detecting clues to their way of living that would inform
the size and placement of rooms. “The house is all
about how the family uses it,” Patterson explains,
factoring in a growing art collection, penchant for
casual entertaining, frequent guests, returning adult
children, and of course, the location, as he went
about thoughtfully appropriating 6,480 square feet
of space. The couple yearned for an open and inviting house with sensible rooms that had a purpose
for being. To that Patterson replied, “If we make a
room a wonderful one to be in, it will get used.”
This undercurrent of luxurious practicality
prevailed through the interior design, which was
helmed by New York-based Foley & Cox. On a
referral from Patterson, the homeowners met with
the designers, whose modern and timeless aesthetic
felt simpatico with their vision. Beyond their
obvious flair, what truly put the couple at ease was
the designers’ genuine interest in preserving family

Living Well (this page)
Rosewood and burled
maple lounge chairs
from Avantgarden face
a Chesney’s fireplace.
Polished nickel and
etched glass pendant
is from the Urban Electric
Co. Khotan area rug is
from Eliko Antique
& Decorative Rugs.
See Resources.

Kitchen Cachet (this
photo) An RH chandelier
makes a statement
above a marbletopped island, where
stools from McGuire
Furniture wear a Holly
Hunt fabric. A custom
hood above a Wolf
stove was fabricated
by Focal Metals. Blue
Heaven (below left)
In the butler’s pantry,
bright blue cabinetry
is complemented by a
Lefroy Brooks polished
nickel faucet and
mahogany countertop.
See Resources.

The couple
yearned for
an open and
inviting house
with sensible
rooms that had
a purpose for
being

Dining In (this page) A Brenta lighting
fixture from Vaughan hangs over the
dining room table, which is surrounded
by chairs upholstered by Peruvian
Touch. Celerie Kemble wall covering
is through Schumacher. A hanging
Odeon lantern (opposite page, bottom
right) from Charles Edwards provides
light in the hallway at the far end of
the dining room. See Resources.
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Take Me Away (right) In the powder room,
Frontier Gondola wall covering is through
Lee Jofa. Sconces flanking the Foley & Cox
Home mirror are from the Urban Electric
Co. The marble-topped custom vanity has
an Elkay sink and Lefroy Brooks faucet.
Peaceful Places In a guest bedroom
(opposite page, top), a mother-of-pearl mirror
from Foley & Cox Home; area rug and
drapery fabric from Serena & Lily; plus Euro
shams and bed throw pillow from ABC
Carpet & Home create a soothing sanctuary.
The master bathroom (opposite page, bottom),
features a sconce from the Urban Electric
Co. above a custom vanity with a Kohler
sink. The Sunrise Specialty bathtub sports a
quilted metal skirt. See Resources.

history by repurposing some of their preexisting
belongings. For the homeowners, seeing familiar
pieces repainted, reupholstered and made cooler was
one of the biggest thrills of the entire experience.
Guided by gracious architecture, family heirlooms and the river, Mary Foley and Michael Cox
embarked on the decoration. Their approach veered
toward a light-handed, unfussy interpretation of
traditional, while their conveyance of luxury was
subtle. They gravitated toward a gentle watereddown palette dominated by soft whites, blue grays
and mineral pales that one might glimpse in the sky
at dawn or sunset. They relied on fine sturdy wool
fabrics in muted heathery shades and faded neutral
rugs to soften the bones of the house. Then they
employed sheer uncomplicated window coverings
to frame the view but never obstruct it. Furnishings
spanned era and style and felt like a personally collected mix, and light fixtures punctuated each room
with bold distinction.
At the client walk-through, a Foley & Cox ritual
event that serves as a love barometer and signals
the end of the project, the designers unveiled their
work. Overwhelmed, the couple savored the genius
adaptation of their cherished possessions along with
a few surprise purchases. “Our goal is for the client
to cry tears of joy…and we’ve had a few,” says Foley.
The family reports that their love for the house
grows daily and that they feel like they are on a
constant vacation. Furthermore, moving to the river
presented a fresh perspective on life. This part of
Darien, just 10 minutes away from where they once
lived, is a different world. “By hour and season,” they
say, “the changing waters subtly remind us of time
passing and life moving forward.” ✹
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